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Creating your own paper beads is a fun way to craft and create, especially if you want to know that you have created your new item or jewelry from start to finish. Instead of buying beads and stringing them together when you use a large pattern of paper beads, you can quickly learn how to make your own beads. Although it takes a bit of
practice, it's a fun way to craft. These 15 templates will help you start making your own beads at once, so you can enjoy making your own crafts. Use them as guides so you can create your own art today. Enjoy different shapesimage: helenhiebertstudioIf you want to experiment with different shapes for beads, it is a good idea to download
and use a template that will allow you to practice with multiple types before committing. Studio experts Helen Hiebert Studio have a template that will help you immediately start making different types of beads2. Keep it Simpleimage: bigbeadlittlebeadMaking the ball shouldn't be hard. Try this simple template from Big Bead Little Bead and
you'll find that there's actually nothing too terribly hard about making your own ball, although you have to be patient and practice lots.3. Perfect for Beginnersimage: ilovepaperbeadsEveryone should learn how to make a ball at some point, and using a great template that is designed for beginners is the best way to reduce any stress that
you may feel about it. Trust the experts at I Love Paper Beads to provide you with a beginner-friendly template. Keep them Littleimage: Rainbowscrafts-n-creationsRainbow's Crafts and Creations have made it easy for you to make little beads, thanks to their useful and free template. This allows you to quickly and easily cut and roll up a
lot of beads quickly, so you don't have to delay the start of your next project. Big Paper Beadsimage: thesprucecraftsSY can easily make a large ball of paper when you use the right pattern, as this will reduce any stress or frustration that you may feel more trying to measure your strips of paper. You can trust the experts at Spruce to help
you make more beads for your next project. Embrace Variationsimage: suzycucumberAt Suzy Cucumber, you can easily try out different beading options so you can make a wide range to use. This ensures that you won't be bored when creating new beads or when using them to come up with a new craft. Keep it traditionalimage:
handmade-lovelinessExperts of handmade beauty know a thing or two about being beads and a free template is available that will allow you to make traditional beads. If you are just starting out or really love this style, this template will help you a lot.8. Highlights and allfreejewelrymakingAn easy-to-use pattern is the key to great beading
solutions, especially if you are just starting out or have had problems with beads in the past. Trust the professionals in All Free Jewelry Making to provide you with a template that you can understand.9. Step up your Gameimage: a fun-stuff-to-doCheck from a free template for paper beads to Fun Stuff to do when you're ready to make
more advanced or difficult beads. While this pattern is still easy to understand and use, it will allow you to make beads that are a little more impressive. It's a great way to boost your confidence and creativity when you've been making the ball for a while. Embrace Colorimage: allfreepapercraftsIf you don't want to trace your pattern on
another paper, you can easily use this pattern and start making beads right away, since it has great colors and patterns on it already. Visit all free paper crafts to learn how to make a ball and get started now. Change your Patternimage: Handmade Beauty As you become comfortable making a ball, you may find that you want to change
your pattern to create unique types of beads that no one has done before. The experts of Handmade Loveliness show you how easy it is for you to do this to create custom beads that unlike any that you can find elsewhere, making them incredibly special.12. Get Funky Patternimage: CraftfoxesA Ball shouldn't be boring as you can see on
Craft Foxes. Here you have free access to a great print template that is filled with fun and funky patterns that you can start rolling right away. You can also trace this pattern on another paper or even color it in.13. Keep it Skinnyimage: etherealpluswhatiloveLong, skinny pieces of paper will make an interesting ball, as you can see on
Ethereal, Plus What I Love. This pattern makes it easy to make a lot of skinny pieces of paper for beads, which will speed up the process that you have to go through when rolling the ball.14 Rustic Patternimage: cutoutandkeepIf you think you can create your own ball, this template from Cut Out and Keep will be very useful. It shows you
the exact measurements that you need to use as well as how different shapes will make different beads when you're done rolling them.15. Roll The Whole Thingimage: handmade-lovelinessOnce you have mastered traditional beads, try a pattern of handmade beauty that will show you how to make beads that are a little different and
interesting. These beads are a little harder to do, but the end result is stunning and worth it. Making paper beads is a very fun activity and will provide you with homemade beads for other crafts. Using one of these great templates will ensure that you are ready to roll beads, no matter what shape or size you prefer, so choose a template
and start making your own beads today. Paper Beads Pattern Printable This image is kindly AllFreeJewelryMaking.com want to make paper beads, but need a template to get started? You're in luck! You can use this paper beads pattern print. Create your own beads and the budget process. In addition, you can customize the color of the
beads in a match with any ensemble you choose. This free printed offers you a way to started on four different forms of paper beads. There's no need to wait. Print this printed guide and start designing your own beads today! Project TypeLearn Paper Bead Printing Pattern Design This image is kindly AllFreeJewelryMaking.com want to
make paper beads, but need a template to get started? You're in luck! You can use this paper beads pattern print. Creating your own beads is a fun and budget process. In addition, you can customize the color of the beads in a match with any ensemble you choose. This free printed offers you a way to get started on four different forms of
paper beads. There's no need to wait. Print this printed guide and start designing your own beads today! Project TypeLearn Techniques by Kate Pullen/Spruce Crafts Paper Beads are easy to create, and a few rubber punching techniques are all that is required to create beautiful and unusual beads. The basic method can be adapted in
many ways to achieve different effects. It's also a great way to use up odds and ends paper. Even the most unpromising paper can make beautiful beads. Check out this paper ball roundup of things to do with the newly completed beads. You don't have to follow the pattern. However, a simple PDF print paper bead template is offered here
if necessary. The paper beads pattern was designed specifically to decorate with rubber stamping. Instead of narrowing to a point, there is a small strip that is just wide enough to show some rubber punching. By changing the size and shape of the paper, the very different designs of the ball can be created. Paper rubber stamps, ink,
embossed powders, glitter glue, and any other decoration Craft glue diluted PVA glue to seal the beads (optional) Save the PDF pattern by clicking on the image and then save the file to your computer. Print on the desired paper. A pattern of paper beads. Kate Pullen/Spruce Crafts stamp and decorate the unprintable side of the paper, so
the printed lines won't show. Rubber brand with a detailed and intricate design will work well. Repeatedly stamp a rubber stamp over the page to create a tight design. Cut the shapes of the ball out of the paper. Kate Pullen / Spruce Crafts ink edge paper. This will emphasize the design of the beads and give a more finished effect. Glue
the back of the paper and carefully roll the ball. We used a thin knitted needle to roll the ball around, as it helps to give a consistent result. Cocktail sticks or other thin and round guns will work equally well. Kate Pullen/Spruce Crafts Make sure the end of the paper is firmly attached, adding an extra smear of glue if necessary. Leave the
beads to one side to dry. Once dry, add any other touches, such as jewelry or other decorations. You can seal your paper beads with a layer of diluted glue This gives strength and makes paper beads a light shine. They can also be with a layer of transparent varnish, embossed with embossed powders or even covered with resin. Other
ideas for sealing ready-made beads include coating beads in molten ultra thick embossed enamel (UTEE) or adding a layer of nail polish. Kate Pullen / Crafts Spruce free paper bead templates to print
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